Introduction
Drones are remote controlled aerial equipments used in both civilian and military fields. They are also known under the names: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) or Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle (UCAV). However, they do not act on their own, but are coordinated remotely from human operators. That's why, in the UK, they are called Remotely Piloted Aircraft. [1] International humanitarian law does not provide information and technical methods to use weapons, but only the legal limits of their use to minimize the destructive effects of the war. International humanitarian law provides such data only for prohibited weapons and ammunitions. The fact that drones are not explicitly mentioned by international humanitarian law does not mean that they are not regulated but, on the contrary, they are legal, as they only attack legal targets by legal means -and in terms of the use of the drones, this is practically possible. They must first comply with the provisions of Article 36 about New Weapons in the 1977 Additional Protocol I. The failure of the drones to honour a number of protection rules (to take prisoners of war, to provide care to wounded and sick, etc.) is not the subject of this study. The question that is being discussed in this paper is what set of rules applies to the drones? A tank is subject to the rules of land warfare (acting on the ground), a ship or submarine of war is subject to the rules of the naval warfare (acting on water), a combat aircraft is subject to the rules of air warfare (acting in the air).
The legal nature of the combat drones
From the way the rules of international humanitarian law are regulated, three fundamental rules can be observed: A. Applying rules of conduct depends on where the fighter operates; B. Application of the protection rules is related to the place where the protected persons are located; DOI: 10.1515/kbo-2017-0107C. When the first two rules interfere, the second has priority -(e.g. air or sea attack to the ground -Article 49/3, Article 57/4 Additional Protocol I 1977). From the perspective we are speaking of, we do not deny the legality of using military drones in armed conflicts. This problem is no more or less questionable than the use of other weapon systems considered legal (artillery, tanks, missiles, ships and military submarines, military aircraft). The only aspect that makes them special is novelty. The same happened in 1899 when states agreed "to prohibit, for a term of five years, the launching of projectiles and explosives from balloons, or by other new methods of similar nature" [2] (provision reiterated by the Second Convention of The Hague of 1907). But today, there is no problem anymore, bombing of any kind being an indispensable method in armed conflicts. It is only now that they are done through the drones. Similarly, the work of a sniper can be made easier by a drones. This debate would no longer matter when we analyse the legality of launching a nuclear bomb from a military plane or a military drones. The basis for the lawfulness of the use of a weapon or weapon system is the ability to respect the fundamental principles of international humanitarian law -distinction, proportionality, discrimination in attack, limitation, and humanity -and drones fall within this context. Problems arise from the human factor that uses drones -and this may be fairness, error or bad faith. The manual of international law applicable to air warfare and missiles considers drones as planes -"any vehicle whether manned or unmanned". [3] Taking into account the fact that in the air warfare the execution of an attack with a combat aircraft is considered as a means of combat, also the use of drones must be considered, in accordance with international humanitarian law, as a means of combat. [4] 3. Drones -means of land or aerial warfare? The rules of international humanitarian law do not apply uniformly, but depending on the types of operations and forces involved: land, sea and air. In order to determine which rules apply to new combat means and methods, it is first necessary to establish the category to which they belong. The rules of land warfare apply to forces acting on the ground (irrespective of the type of means and methods of combat used), the rules of the maritime warfare apply to forces operating at sea and the rules of the air warfare apply to forces acting in the air. And these rules refer to the actual presence of the combatant in the battlefield. Similar to the use of drones is the use of missiles, which can also be routed from the ground, sea or air. In international humanitarian law, missiles are not considered as specific means and methods of air warfare, although they fly through the air to the target. They shall be subject to the rules specific to where they are leaving or where they strike. [5] Moreover, air attacks on land targets are governed by the rules of the land warfare, and the actions of airplanes above the sea or aircraft attacks on the naval forces are governed by the rules of the naval warfare. [6] In the United Kingdom, unmanned airplanes are subject to the same domestic and international legal rules as apply to airplanes with human crew. [7] Moreover, the use of the drones is given to the competence of the air forces. The same situation is found in the US Air Force, which uses drones and prepares staff ("pilots") for their handling. [8] Two fundamental principles of law helps us identify the correct legal status of using drones: legality and legal responsibility. It follows from both principles that no one is above the law, and every individual (physical or legal -including states, authorities, and international organizations) is responsible for his own deeds or for acts committed by persons or goods under his responsibility. These principles are wellestablished in international humanitarian law and criminal international law -from obligations and accountability of states to individual obligations and accountability. In this context, the use of drones must first be subject to these principles, and the responsibility always lies with the persons authorized to use them. In the international armed conflict, only combatants have the right to commit acts of hostility against the enemy. The use of military drones is an act of hostility, and this use must be subject to the rules of the combatant's status. Thus, all persons who coordinate drones attacks must be combatants within the meaning of Other people using drones in military operations are illegal combatants -for example, CIA agents. [9] In internal armed conflicts, neither the status of combatant nor the status of prisoner of war is recognized. In internal armed conflicts, it is forbidden to attack civilians who are not directly participate in hostilities, but do not restrict their participation in hostilities. These issues remain under the domestic law of each state. [10] A drone in itself cannot take responsibility for its actions, no matter what level of autonomy it has. Also, the combatant can only be considered a human being, and technology can only be considered as means and methods of warfare. If the pilots and crews of the military airplanes in action are subject to the rules of air warfare, being in the air -with the exception of land attacks (the rules of the land warfare) and attacks at sea (the rules of the naval warfare), military drone in action does not carry human crew. Operators must be subject to the rules of law of the place where they are located -on the land, at sea or in the air. It can therefore easily be said that military drones are not means and methods of the air warfare, which is also the case for missiles. As a matter of fact, the place where the drone operators are becomes a theatre of war and all the goods (mobile and immovable) used by them for combat purposes become military objectives. All of these must be subject to the roles of the land warfare, even if the drones fly.
Conclusions
Beyond the question of the legality of using of the new weapons, as is the case with the drones, there is the issue of the set of rules applicable to these weapons. As is well known, each type of warfare -land, sea and air -has a special set of applicable rules, in addition to the common body of rules of international humanitarian law. The present shows, however, that there can be no pure land or pure maritime or pure air warfare, but modern wars are mixed, using all kinds of forces, combined actions and different types of battlefields. More and more means and methods of warfare acquire specific features of both air and sea and land conflicts. There are weapons that can leave the ground, fly through the air and hit targets on the sea; or weapons that leave the sea or under the sea, fly through the air and hit ground targets -especially missiles and, more recently, drones. Moreover, even if some weapons fly and attack from the air, they are coordinated from the ground or at the sea by humans. In this context, the strict application of international humanitarian law rules is getting harder and, indeed, the need for reformulation is felt. That is why in the modern war there is no justification for the existence of separate rules for each type of battlefields and for each type of armed forces (land, naval and air), these rules having to merge into a unitary set of regulations. Thus, the evercontroversy will not arise: what rules do we apply to a military operation or to the use of certain means and methods of warfare?; Are they regulated or not?; Are they forbidden or not?; Is it an armed conflict on land, sea or air?; Is the air warfare regulated or not?, and so on… Considering the principle of legality, the method of legal analogy and the principle of legal responsibility, we can only apply the rules applicable to the direct user of these means and methods of warfare for both missiles and drones. If the operator is on the land, even if the drones fly and attack to the air, the rules to be observed must be primarily those of the land warfare. Why do we need special rules for maritime warfare (as enshrined in the 1994 San Remo Manual on International Law applicable to Conflict at Sea) or special rules for air warfare and for the use of missiles (as enshrined in The HPCR Manual on International Law Applicable to Air and Missile Warfare, 2009). We appreciate that this differentiated regulation, specific to the 19th and 20th centuries, is no longer up to date. It is imperative that international law be reformed in its entirety, in particular by eliminating the separation between land, sea and air warfare, but also between the international armed conflict and the internal armed conflict.
